
We would like to thank Dr. Keely Mills as the handling editor for the effort with our manuscript, and 

we thank referees #1, #3 and #4 for their very constructive and valuable feedback which distinctly 

improved our manuscript. Of course, we considered all reviewer suggestions in the revised version of 

our manuscript. 

 

Specific comments to referees 

Referee #1 

We thank Hayley Cawthra (Referee #1) for her valuable and constructive feedback to our manuscript. 

We revised our manuscript as suggested. 

Specific comments: 

One broad comment I have, however, is concerning modern-day drought and discussions of past drought 

events. By the end of the paper, there is a clear history of the relative changes in moisture during the 

period under consideration, but is it possible to say more explicitly in the text just ‘how’ dry or how 

moist the climate may have been, compared to a benchmark of today for example? 

The interplay of our proxies enables us to robustly figure out climate variations at Voёlvlei during the 

past 8.5 ka. However, at the moment we cannot present quantitative statements, but will apply more 

quantitative approaches in future works. 

Lines 19, 23, 78: I am not happy with this term ‘intermittent’ as it is not clear what you mean. Please 

define exactly what this refers to in the introduction. 

We changed to “At ~6,000 cal BP, the basin of Voёlvlei was filled up with sediment resulting in an 

intermittent (sporadically desiccated) freshwater lake similar to present.” 

Line 29: what is a climatic spike? 

We changed to “intense short-term variations”. 

Line 31-32: the last sentence of the abstract promises evidence of changing moisture, but the results 

highlighted in the abstract talk to shifts between easterlies and westerlies. Readers who are not familiar 

with the area and its climate regime will not be able to infer what that means, so please be more clear 

with giving a brief summary of moisture fluctuation in the abstract. 

We revised this section as suggested. 

Lines 34-35: this correlation to modern needs for studying past climate needs to be better integrated by 

the end of the study, as this was the only specific reference I noted to the present conditions. A short 

section in the discussion, even if only a few lines, to tie back to this ‘why we learn about the past’ is 

necessary to loop back to the departure point of the paper. 

We include a short section discussing this issue to the revised version of the manuscript. 

Line 90: what is the name of the ephemeral river? Is it the Buffels River? 

We refer to “Buffels River” in the revised version of the manuscript. 

There are a few references missing from the list: 



We added the references Chambers et al., 2014 and Rautenbach et al., 2019 to the reference list.  

Conolly, 1939, d’Orbigny, 1839, Montagu, 1808, Costa, 1847 

These Names and years are not quotations but part of species names giving author and year of first 

description following the rules of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature. Thus, we avoided 

giving these references within the reference list. If the editor regards it being appropriate including these 

references into the list, however, we will certainly do so. 

 

Referee #3 

We thank Referee #3 for the valuable and constructive feedback to our manuscript. We revised our 

manuscript as suggested. 

Specific comments:  

Line 17 - "the environmental evolution of..." maybe a part of sentence is missing here.  

We changed to “South Africa’s environmental evolution” to be more precise in the revised version of 

the manuscript. 

Line 18/19 - Phrasing is odd. It seems that "sea level changes" are archives, which has no meaning. 

Rephrase and clarify.  

We changed to: “Many available sediment archives are peri-coastal lakes and wetlands, however, the 

paleoenvironmental signals in these archives are often overprinted by sea-level changes during the 

Holocene.” 

Line 20 - "it represents an ideal archive". This is referred to the lake, and a lake is not an archive per 

se, so I would suggest to rephrase. 

We changed to “it represents an ideal sediment archive”. 

Line 34 - "future climate projection are even worse". "worse" than what? 

We revised the sentence accordingly. 

Line 86. In Figure 1 you have marked Mossel Bay but not Still Bay. Worth adding? 

We added the city of Still Bay to Figure 1B. 

One major remark is that I was expecting to see here some discussion of the sites mentioned as 

"comparison" in Figure 1, but only the GeoB core is described. What about the other records? You 

should link your text to the sites shown in Figure 1B. 

We discuss our data with regard to sea-level and/or paleoenvironmental changes in sections 5.2 and 5.3 

and also compare our data in comparison to the studies mentioned in figure 1B. 

Line 423. In Figure 6, Unit A2 goes to exactly 6ka, while in the text it is stated that it ends at 6420. 

Clarify. 

We revised the figure accordingly. 



A data availability statement is missing. 

We include a data availability statement in the revised version of our manuscript. 

Figure 1. Please indicate clearly in the caption that "VOV" is the record you present in this study. Also, 

are there names associated with the other records? If so, they need to be spelled out in the caption and 

discussed in the text. 

We revised the figure caption and spell-out studies used for comparison now. 

 

Referee #4 

We thank Referee #4 for the valuable and constructive feedback to our manuscript. We revised our 

manuscript as suggested. 

Specific comments: 

The abstract could benefit from a sentence or two highlighting the significance of these findings 

We added a statement concerning the significance of our study to the abstract in a revised version of the 

manuscript. 

Considering that this is a multi-proxy record reconstructing a range of environmental conditions of 

which climate is but one factor, it may be more appropriate to describe this reconstruction as a 

palaeoenvironmental record, rather than palaeoclimate. 

The manuscript title refers to “environmental change” in its first part and we additionally want to note 

the focus of our study to “paleoclimate changes” in the second part of the title. 

The abstract is clear and concise. I suggest putting circa or c. before all dates to indicate the age 

uncertainty for these events, or to give the full range for the dates. 

We revised the abstract as suggested. 

Line 24: ’Causing’ not the right word here. 

We revised the whole sentence. 

Line 25: Where you say ‘moisture’, do you mean increased precipitation or wetter conditions? Consider 

replacing. 

We state that moister/wetter conditions occurred at lake Voёlvlei and would therefore prefer to leave 

this section as written in the current manuscript. 

Line 28: “Westerly –“ is this hyphen supposed to be followed by something, like "- dominance"? 

We added “dominance” to be more clear.  

Line 32: The abstract could use a short summary stating the significance of these findings and the 

contribution this new data makes towards understanding South African palaeoclimate studies. 

We added the following sentence to the abstract: “In contrast to previous investigations, which used 

indirect proxies for hydrological reconstructions, here we apply a combined biomarker-



sedimentological-approach that allows a potential identification of precipitation sources, in combination 

with estimates of moisture availability.” 

Lines 37-45: This section on SA circulation systems occurs a little too early in the manuscript, before 

the site and study region have been introduced. I suggest moving lines 37 - 45 towards line 50 and edit 

the text to fit. 

We would like to keep the structure of the text as presented in the manuscript in order to introduce the 

environmental characteristics forming the year-round rainfall prior the state of research in this area. 

Line 46: End the sentence ending with research with something like “in this region”. 

We changed this as suggested. 

Line 53: You say “Impact”, do you mean impacts, plural? (it would be good to list some, e.g. drainage, 

fires, grazing). 

We changed to: “[…] impacts, e.g. farming, water abstraction and dredging operations” as discussed in 

e.g. Haberzettl et al. (2019). 

Line 55: “rock hyrax midden”, Use plural “middens”. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 63: instead of “grain sizes”, say grain size analysis, and for pollen, consider changing to 

palynology. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 67: "However" might work better here. 

Done as suggested. 

I suggest moving lines 66 "the δ2Hn-alkane signal shows the potential to reconstruct the isotopic signal of 

precipitation and thus directly refers to the precipitation source..." (and similarly for δ13Cn-alkane) so the 

purpose of these proxies is then followed by their other qualities like preservation potential and past use 

in the literature for the region, as it is more important for the reader to first know what these proxies 

are used for. 

We would like to state the general use of the investigated proxies prior to the site-specific interpretations 

and therefore prefer to leave the structure of the section of the current manuscript. 

Line 80: “(in)organic-elemental Be more specific about what method you used here. 

We now refer to “assays of inorganic and organic elemental compositions”. 

Line 82: Your writing tense changes a lot. In this case, you would follow "Specifically we aim to:" with 

the active tense "Establish". This is the same with the other underlying aims. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 97: This sentence could use with restructuring, perhaps give specific family or species names for 

the dominant vegetation types. It is not clear what you mean by "potential", is that because you are 

unsure or because the vegetation changes from time to time? 



In this sentence, we refer to the vegetation, which would be present at the site without anthropogenic 

impacts, i.e. defined as potential natural vegetation. Fynbos is the most diverse vegetation type of the 

world and consists of >7,000 species (e.g. Manning, 2007). It is hard to identify the most prominent 

vegetation types of the Fynbos biome potentially growing at the Voёlvlei and we would therefore like 

to keep our statement as currently written in the manuscript. 

Line 99: “Some pastures persist” This is redundant due to the preceding sentence. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 105: “The isotopic composition of precipitation…” It would be useful to separate this from the 

quite general discussions of the environmental conditions for the study region, as this has relevance to 

your proxy interpretations. Consider including this sentence at the end of that section or in your methods 

section. 

We are aware that this section is specific to our used proxies. However, it is a general statement of 

environmental conditions at lake Voёlvlei and we would therefore like to keep the statement at its current 

position in the manuscript. We additionally refer to the isotopic composition of precipitation in section 

5.3.  

This section needs a sentence stating how you report your ages. In this manuscript, it appears that you 

state the mid-age range (mean or median) and give the upper and lower 95% CL uncertainty in 

superscript. Can you clarify this. Also, consider that giving the mid-age range might unintentionally 

suggest that this is the most likely date for the whole sample. While it is great that you provide this 

information, it is oftentimes difficult to read. 

We included the following sentence in the revised version of the manuscript: “In the following, ages are 

reported as median-ages including the upper and lower limit of the 95 % confidence interval.” 

When introducing each method, include a short sentence or couple of sentences explaining the rationale 

behind including each of these methods and what they indicate. It starts too abruptly otherwise. 

We would like to avoid an introduction of our applied methods in this section due to very site-specific 

interpretations of several proxies. Instead, we would like to discuss the proxy-interpretation in sections 

5.2 and 5.3. 

Line 111: Put the core code-name in brackets. Also on this line, put the figure link (Fig 1:C) in the 

brackets for the grid reference or state specifically that it refers to the location. It is currently unclear 

that this does not lead to a figure describing the core. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 112: “motor hammer” do you mean a percussion corer? 

We modified the sentence as suggested and describe our used system as “percussion hammer coring 

system”. 

Line 114: “dark and cool” replace with something like: “under dark and cool (4degC) conditions...” 

and change the plus sign to either a c., or <. Also “split”, suggest providing a little detail here. Were 

they split with power tools and cleaned prior to sub-sampling? Consider saying they were "opened". 

Done as suggested. 

Line 115: “sedimentological properties” What method was used, Troel-Smith or an alternative? 

Perhaps useful to state or cite the standard used. Same as with the sediment colour. 



We followed the standard protocol of the Physical Geography laboratory at Friedrich Schiller University 

Jena and will add this statement to a revised version of the manuscript. 

Line 118: “organic macro” do you mean plant-macro? Replace if so. 

We changed as suggested. 

Line 120: “the AMS…” remove the "the". Its best to spell out abbreviations the first time and put AMS 

in brackets after and henceforth. Maybe here say "AMS Radiocarbon Facility" or similar. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 121: “extraction prior to measurement”. Do you mean pre-treatment? 

We refer to the extraction of n-alkanes, which is described in section 3.7. Those samples were used for 

compound-class dating described in this section (3.1.1). We would like to avoid the term “pre-treatment” 

for the n-alkane samples. 

Line 129: “Dose rate analysis” Please provide a reference for this methodology or explain in slightly 

more detail what this means. 

This material, as well as representative material from the upper surface immediately adjacent to the 

sample was dried (24 hours at 105°C) and weighed for water content. It was then homogenised in a ball 

mill and this powdered material was submitted for determination of its U, Th, and K contents to allow 

an estimation of the sample dose rate (see below).  

Lines 125-135: Provide a reference for the protocol used or explain the rationale behind each pre-

treatment step taken; Line 135: “Dry-sieving”. Give sieve fraction(s); Line 136: “using the remaining 

core material” delete this line as it is not needed; Line 141: “using standard methods”- give methods. 

We revised this section of the manuscript. 

Line 143: “as-measured water content was appropriate” - give a rationale for this assumption. 

In the absence of robust direct evidence for a substantially different water content in the past, we have 

utilised the modern sample water content. The 3% absolute uncertainty associated with this will account 

for some fluctuations through time. For reference, a 10% (absolute) change in water content results in 

an age difference of approximately 700 years. 

Line 150: Replace “more than” with >. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 164: “results were used”. Replace “results” with “dates”. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 172 “The final age-depth relation was calculated” instead state “profile was modelled...” 

Done as suggested. 

Line 192: “Those macrofossils are all snails…” consider replacing with "molluscs", whether terrestrial, 

freshwater, brackish or marine. 

The macrofossils described in this sentence are snails. We would therefore like to keep this description. 



Line 195: “All palaeontological material…” Writing tense changes with this sentence. Is this level of 

detail necessary? Consider just stating that they will be stored permanently at the Cape Town NHM. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 206: What elements are being scanned for? What is your procedure for selecting which elements 

to use, and what elemental ratios will you use? (provide a rationale and a source for each one). Another 

method often used is to normalise core-scanning XRF data is to divide the data against the incoherent+ 

coherent scatter (INC+COH), which are a direct measure of scatter due to these factors. I have not 

heard of Zr being used before (but I do not work on lakes). Is it not likely that Zr would be affected by 

these things as much as any other element? 

We added the elements used in this study to the respective section 3.4. Our presented data, i.e. Br/Zr 

and Al/Zr, were normalised by elemental Zr counts and plotted as log-ratios, primarily to eliminate 

sediment matrix errors (water content, surface roughness and grain size variations)” as written in the 

manuscript (c.f., section 3.4). We would have loved to provide COH, INC and/or total counts for 

normalisation. Unfortunately, the AVAATECH XRF core scanning system (Serial No. 2) used in this 

study does not provide this.  

Line 218: State that TOC and TC is reported as percentages. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 231-244: Because this is your key proxy, it might be worth bringing this nearer to the top of your 

methods section. 

We structured our material and methods section from macroscopic to molecular analyses and would like 

to keep the structure as currently presented in the manuscript. 

Line 245: Consider if you need these equations or whether a reference to their source is sufficient 

We would like to show these equations for transparency of the calculated proxies. 

Line 279: Can you explain why these samples gave young ages to justify their exclusion whilst samples 

deemed stratigraphically correct were retained. Otherwise it comes across as ’cherry-picking’. What 

percentage of the dates overlapped with the model? This information is given in Rs console following 

the model run in Bacon 

In section 5.1 we discuss the chronostratigraphy of our record. We added the percentage of overlapping 

dates to the manuscript, which is 76% when take into account all ages, and 100% excluding ages due to 

reasons discussed in section 5.1. 

Line 282: It seems from this (and the figure) that a considerable number (6) of the dates do not overlap 

with the age-depth model 

We discuss the dates not overlapping the 95% confidence interval in our age model in section 5.1. 

Line 303: What are these ratios used to indicate? Include something about this in the methodology (See: 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/281968354_MicroXRF_Core_Scanning_in_Palaeolimnolog

y_Recent_Developments 

The interpretation of the elements is site-specific and therefore we prefer to discuss the elemental ratios 

in section 5.2 and 5.3 as in the original manuscript. 

Line 305: - Remove word “contents”. 



We would like to differentiate between Al contents/concentrations derived from quantitative elemental 

analyses (ICP-OES) and semi-quantitative Al/Zr ratios. This is why we refer to Al 

contents/concentrations and Al/Zr-ratios at this point and would like to keep this in this context. 

Line 314: “high values in the lower parts” Provide the range of depths, lower parts is too arbitrary 

We added “(< 4.51 m sediment depth)” to the sentence. 

Line 359: “foraminifers” Plural is Foraminiferas or foraminifera, not foraminifers Lines 

We changed to foraminifera. 

341-361: It is redundant to keep referring to the figure each time. Just state once that changes in macro 

and microfossil abundance are illustrated by figure 5. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 370: “Indicating that sediments were…” Consider using "suggesting" as you cannot be certain 

based on this evidence alone. 

Done as suggested. 

Line 389: Ensure that the abbreviation “MAM” is explained at some point within the text. 

We added the explanation to section 4.1. 

Line 409: “Summarising” – replace with “in summary…” 

Done as suggested. 

Line 486: “occasional events” can you be more specific about what is meant by occasional eventa; 

“amounts” do you mean increased amounts? 

We changed to: “These dry conditions potentially led to a sparse vegetation cover and runoff (induced 

by occasional events), which likely carried extremely variable grain sizes and amounts of allochthonous 

input (Al concentration, Al/Zr-ratios).“ 

Line 540: ’moister’ is not a word that is commonly used in this context, typically "more moist" is used 

but you may want to consider a different word entirely, e.g. wetter 

We changed to “wetter conditions”. 

Lines 561- 565: The dating for the youngest flooding event (10 +/- 10 cal BP) would need to have taken 

place between 1940 and 1960 in order to match with the age-depth model, even considering the dating 

error. Without using a method specifically designed to accurately date recently deposited surface 

sediments (e.g. 210Pb or SCPs) this date is highly tenuous and you might want to emphasise this, or 

state that your age-depth model is likely to be inaccurate towards the top of the profile. 

We changed to: “Considering the chronological uncertainties (dating and modelling errors), the most 

recent flooding event can likely be associated with the so called ‘Laingsburg flood’ from January 1981” 


